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Synergetic
Strength
Just as it did a century ago,
the L.C. Smith College of
Engineering and Computer
Science maintains a strong
commitment to collaboration
and to preparing students for
work in leading technologies
By Jonathan Hay
Inset photos clockwise from
lower left:
Dean Ralph Galbraith, circa
1952.
Basic research of binary
liquid mixtures with a
low angle X-ray camera,
circa 1960.
Smith Hall, circa 1904.
Chemical analysis is used to
determine the structure of
various compounds, circa
1960.
Doctoral student Aluck
Thipayarat conducts an
experiment in the new labs.
Professor Ercument Arvas,
middle, works with ECS students Jennifer Warzala and
Samir Tozin at Anaren
Microwave in East Syracuse.

Historical photos courtesy
of SU Archives.
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lyman Cornelius Smith had a problem. The 20th century was
about to begin and his emergent typewriter manufacturing business,
L.C. Smith & Brothers, was being crippled by a lack of trained toolmakers and mechanics. Smith, appointed a Syracuse University trustee in
1896, approached Chancellor James Roscoe Day and asked how he
could work with SU to help create a trained workforce for his Syracusebased company.
Day was eager to collaborate with Smith, and had a mutual interest
in establishing an engineering school at SU. Day, inaugurated as the
University's fourth chancellor in 1894, feared that SU would fall behind
other institutions of higher education if it did not establish its own
engineering program.
Discussions between the two ultimately led Smith to donate
$75,000 in 1900 "to erect a building with all necessary equipment for
the promotion of mechanical engineering on the Hill," according to
W.F. Galpin in Syracuse University. Volume Two: The Growing Years. The
building was named Lyman Cornelius Smith Hall, and the Lyman C.
Smith College of Applied Science formally entered its new home in fall
1901-eventually offering degrees in civil, electrical, and mechanical
engineering. Smith later donated about $40,000 to construct another
engineering building on campus, Machinery Hall. He remained
involved with SU until his death in 1910, spending his last u years as
vice president of the Board of Trustees.
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Members of the mechanical engineering department do
research on high-speed jet and rocket exhausts, circa 1960.
This collaboration between industry and academia was a fitting start for the new college, as similar partnerships defined the engineering college at
SU for the next 100 years. "I believe the overarching
historical signature of the L.C. Smith College of
Engineering and Computer Science [ECS) has been
the synergies among faculty, students, and staff at
the college with partners on campus, at other academic institutions, and at companies around the
world," says Edward A. Bogucz, dean of ECS.
As early as 1877, courses in civil engineering were
available to students through the College of Liberal
Arts, with electrical engineering offered in 1897.
However, there were no engineering graduates
from 1890 to 1899, and very few classes were offered
until Smith funded the new college. Enrollment
increased quickly from 183 students in 1902 to 401 in
1908. New programs were added to modernize and
expand the college's curriculum-including mechanical engineering, 1900; industrial (now known
as manufacturing) engineering, 1911; chemical engineering, 1914; and aeronautical (now aerospace)
engineering, 1927. Machinery Hall further enhanced
the college's facilities with such features as a
hydraulic laboratory, cement-testing machines,
forges, and a foundry.
In the following years, the college enjoyed continued growth. The first woman to attend, Helen E.
Bloom, was admitted in 1928. In 1935, Eva May
Bonham became the college's first woman graduate,
earning a degree in administrative engineering. At the time, SU was one of only a
small number of institutions in the United
States that allowed women to pursue an
engineering education. Some schools,
including the prestigious engineering college at Lehigh University in Pennsylvania,
didn't admit women until1970.
Today, SU continues to play a leadership role in educating women engineers.
The WISE (Women In Science and
Engineering) program-co-facilitated by
Meredith Professor of Teaching Excellence Shobha Bhatia, chair of the Department of
Civil and Environmental Engineering-has earned
national acclaim for providing role models for
women students and professors in science and
engineering through interaction with faculty,
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Civil engineers use
modern laboratory
methods, circa 1960.
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mentors, and renowned
guest speakers.
Michelle Henry Tomlinson earned a bachelor's degree in bioengineering at SU in 1997
and finished a master's
degree in engineering management a year later
before accepting a position at General Electric
Power Systems. She says the environment at ECS
helped her come out of her shell and prepared her
for the workforce. "The engineering school taught
me not only how to be a good and fast learner, but
also to be someone who is capable of handling
change and not afraid to take a leadership role,"
Tomlinson says. "I was a student facilitator for a calculus course through PRIDE [Program Rooted In
Developing Excellence, an ECS initiative to foster the
development of students of color and women students], and that allowed me to help some of my
classmates achieve their goals, which I'm really
proud of. Being a woman in engineering at SU isn't an
issue, because it's more about the entire group working toward a common goal of being successful."

The Engineering Boom
The college experienced its greatest growth and
largest enrollment in the years following World War
II. By 1947, enrollment in the nation's universities
was 2.3 million. Half of those students were veterans, most of whom attended college on the GI Bill. In
the four years following the war, enrollment at SU
quintupled, with more than 25 percent of the
returning veterans seeking engineering training.
William Smith 'so was one of those veterans. He
came to SU after serving three years in the U.S. Navy
during World War II. After earning a degree in
mechanical engineering, he began working at
American Can Company. He retired in 1982 as the
company's executive vice president, and in 1983 created United States Can Company by purchasing
three assembly plants. The trio of facilities grew to 38
plants before Smith retired as U.S. Can's CEO in 1998.
Smith, an SU trustee and ECS advisory board
member, fondly remembers his time at SU, when he
was a member of the largest graduating class in U.S.
history. "It was a great time to be a student, because
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most of us had just returned from war and there was
a kind of camaraderie that is tough to describe unless
you were here," says Smith, who teaches an ECS
course in manufacturing processes. "People had
struggled for years with
the Depression, followed by the war, and
everybody was happy to
get a chance at this free
education from the government. The students
here had a purpose, and
that was to get done
with school and start
working. There were
job opportunities evWilliam Smith
erywhere, and we wanted to take advantage of
those opportunities. Nobody had any money, and the
GI Bill gave us the chance to live the American
dream, to have a better life than our parents."
Smith believes it was a natural transition for
returning veterans to study engineering, since it
was prevalent in all branches of the armed forces.
Because of the size of the post-war classes, the engineering program outgrew its space and once again
looked to private industry for help.
Through the leadership of Chancellor William
Pearson Tolley, SU and Carrier Corporation jointly
purchased a group of buildings on Thompson Road
in East Syracuse that General Electric (GE) had used
during the war to build jet aircraft engines and
radar systems. The engineering college relocated to
the Thompson Road campus in 1948. It was a hectic
time for the students, who for the most part lived in
prefabricated structures near Main Campus, where
they took their freshman and liberal arts classes.
Transportation for the six-mile trip to Thompson
Road was provided by shuttle buses, which the students referred to as "Blue Beetles." Although the
learning environment was unorthodox, Smith says
the professors were excellent and students were
prepared for the workplace after graduation. "The GI
Bill era educated a generation of American managers," Smith says. "A lot of people got a very good
education during that period."
After meeting the space crisis of the "GI bulge,"
SU returned the College of Applied Science to Main

Campus, selling the Thompson Road campus to
Carrier in 1952 for $3-6 million. Plans were made for
two new engineering buildings, and the college's
name was changed to the L.C. Smith College of
Engineering. The William Lawyer Hinds Hall of
Engineering, named after the former SU trustee and
chairman of the Crouse-Hinds Company, was completed in 1955. Today, it houses the engineering
department offices and classrooms. The Edward A.
Link Hall of Engineering, named in honor of the aviation executive and inventor who received an honorary degree from SU in 1966, was built in 1970 and
now houses the dean's office, labs, and classrooms.

The Electrical Engineering Era
Although the space crunch from the GI bulge had
subsided, the college was permanently changed. The
prosperous time of the early '5os allowed more faculty members to be hired, and better facilities were
available in the new buildings. One of the departments that benefited most from the increase in faculty was electrical engineering. Before the war, the college had only three electrical engineering professors.
Ralph Galbraith, chair of electrical engineering during
the GI era, essentially created a
new department, thanks to the
influx of veterans who wanted to
study the topic, as well as the college's association with GE in
both graduate education and
research. At the time, GE had just
finished constructing a multimillion-dollar complex known as
"Electronics Park," with the mission to make Syracuse "The
Electronics Capital of the World."
The college also hired worldclass faculty, including Samuel
Seely, author of the pioneering book Electronics; Roger
Harrington and David Chang, who were recognized
for their research in electromagnetics; Glenn
Glasford, who was involved in the early development
of television technology; and Wilbur R. LePage, who
during the war helped develop the proximity fuze (a
radar-based device used to ignite such explosives as
bombs and mines) and later became a key figure in
the birth of computer engineering at SU.
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Dean Edward A. Bogucz
visits with
students in the new
environmental systems
teaching lab.

Bradley Strait studied under the outstanding electrical engineering faculty assembled by Galbraith,
and has been connected with SU ever since. Strait
entered SU as an undergraduate in 1950 at the tail
end of the GI bulge, but enlisted for four years during the Korean War. He returned to SU and
earned a bachelor's degree in 1958. He
became a teaching assistant at the college
in 1960 while earning a master's degree,
and joined the faculty after earning a doctorate in 1965. Strait eventually became a
professor and chair of the Department of
Electrical Engineering, served as the college's dean twice, and founded the Center
for Advanced Technology in Computer
Applications and Software Engineering
(CASE). "Syracuse University was wellknown for electrical
engineering around
the world," Strait says.
"The faculty was so
well thought of that
when they hosted conferences, most of the
top electrical engineers in the country
attended. The man
who really led that
group was LePage. I
believe he was one of
the best educators of
the 2oth century in any field. I actually followed him
as department chair in 1974, and it was like a puppy
trying to follow a lion."

a result, when the college created the master's program, an undergraduate degree in computer engineering was also born. In 1972, it became the second
accredited undergraduate computer engineering
degree offered in the United States.
Around the same time the computer engineering program was developing undergraduate courses, the computer science program was doing so too.
Starting in 1976, it became known as the School of
Computer and Information Science (CIS). As an SU
undergraduate, David Edelstein '78 decided to focus
on systems information, rather than pure computer science. It was the right choice: When he entered
the workforce, Edelstein found himself on the leading edge of a new thought process surrounding
computer usage. "I received a comprehensive education at SU," says Edelstein, one of the early graduates of CIS. "They taught us an applied use of computer technology along with the actual design. I'm
not sure how many programs around the country
offered this kind of training, but it was clear when I
interviewed for work after graduation that it was a
unique proposition. Business schools at the time
were starting to teach their students how to use
computers, but it was so early on that people didn't
own personal comput ers- it was still 'black magic'
in a way, and business people didn't really grasp it."
Edelstein also benefited from the college's affiliation with IBM. He worked for the company during the
summer and was immediately offered a job as a programmer after graduation, becoming part of a pool of
recently hired programmers working on a language
called APL, which IBM had developed. Edelstein, who
had worked with APL in college, found that he was
the only person among the new hires already trained
in the language. Three years later, he moved out of
programming to work more closely with people
using the programs he had written. After working at
Bristol-Myers Squibb, he went on to his current position as chief information officer and chief regulatory
officer at Dade Behring, a clinical diagnostic equipment company.
In 1992, CIS merged with t he College of
Engineering, and the college was renamed the L.C.
Smith College of Engineering and Computer

Hnew Direction
In the late 1960s, SU offered computer science at the
doctoral level, but it was part of a troika of programs
lumped in with biological and social science and linguistics under the title of systems and information
science. At that time, the engineering college was
almost 20 years into a nearly 40-year arrangement
with IBM to provide graduate education for its workers at off-campus centers (see page 35). IBM wanted
SU to establish a master's degree program in computer engineering instead of a doctoral program. As
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On the Go with Graduate Education
Garth Foster was on a small
charter plane headed to Poughkeepsie, New York, to teach a
class to IBM employees, when
fire broke out in the plane's heating system and smoke began to
fill the cabin. The plane quickly
landed-its doors and windows
were opened to air out the
smoke, and the problem was
fixed . Foster climbed back
aboard, wondering just for a moment why he was doing so, but
his commitment to off-campus
learning never waivered.
Now a professor emeritus of electrical and computer
engineering, Foster was one of a massive group of professors who took part in one of the most unique undertakings in the 100-year history of the L.C. Smith College of
Engineering and Computer Science (ECS).
From the early '50s to the early '90s, ECS professors
traveled to off-campus education centers in a variety of
regional industries, providing graduate education for
engineers in a number of disciplines. Like Foster, ECS's
commitment to off-campus learning was unquestionable
no matter how difficult the circumstances. "It was an interesting situation because you were working with some of
the brightest and best students imaginable, but it was a
lot of effort to get to those students;' Foster says. " Most of
these engineers were recent college graduates who had
been working in their field with the most up-to-date technology and wanted to earn master's degrees to keep moving forward in their work. They weren't just going to
school, but also working 40 hours a w eek, and many of
them had families. They were serious about their studies
and worked hard:'
In 1953, IBM approached a number of New York State
schools to see if their engineering faculty members would
travel to the IBM plant in Endicott to teach master's
degree-level courses. SU was the only school that accepted the offer, modifying its charter with New York State to
create Extension Centers for Graduate Education. In
Endicott, SU offered instruction in mathematics, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, and engineering
administration. The program was immediately successful,
and IBM extended the contract with SU a year later to
establish a center at its main facility in Poughkeepsie.
Eventually IBM added centers at its plants in Kingston,
Owego, and Fishkill.
While the off-campus affiliations with IBM served the
most students by far, SU began other affiliations at the
same time. In Endicott, the University created an off-campus center in association with Link Aviation. In Johnson
City, SU educated GE employees in the area. The most significant center not affiliated with IBM, though, w as one
established with the Rome (New York) Air Development
Center, now the Air Force Research Laboratory at Rome.
Bradley Strait '58, G'60, G'65, a member of the engineer-
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ing college for nearly the entire period of off-campus centers, believes the affiliations were unique to SU. "I've been
in education a long time, and these relationships were
unmatched by any other school I've come in contact with;'
Strait says. "Both sides benefited from the collaboration,
because the businesses got highly skilled workers and the
engineering college got to expand its faculty and take part
in leading research. It was a helluva run:'
At the peak of the affiliation with IBM, SU professors
taught 22 graduate sessions a semester in Poughkeepsie
and another 14 to 16 sessions in Endicott. Foster estimates that near the end of the affiliations in the 1980s,
SU granted about 150 degrees in electrical engineering
and 150 degrees in computer engineering each year to
students who never set foot on the SU campus until they
received their degrees at Commencement. "By t he late
'80s, when IBM recruiters came to campus looking for
students who were finishing their undergraduate work,
they would print out a list of employees who had graduated from each school they were visiting;' Foster says.
"There were many more graduates from SU working for
them than from any other school in the world, and they
were the world leaders in computer technology:'
Because of economic pressures, IBM was forced to
close its off-campus centers by 1990 and a fascinating era
in the history of the engineering college came to a close.
Nicholas Donofrio, senior vice president of technology
and manufacturing at IBM, earned a master's degree in
electrical engineering from the Poughkeepsie off-campus
center in 1971. Donofrio, who joined IBM in 1967 as a
designer of semiconductor logic and memory circuits and
chips, currently leads IBM's technology strategy, which
includes research, global procurement, integrated supply
chain, product development, and environmental affairs.
He began attending classes at the off-campus center
just months after being hired, despite conflicting feelings
about graduate school. "After earning my bachelor's
degree I was bound and determined to go to work
instead of graduate school;' Donofrio says. "I was young
and wanted to get married, have a family, and be successful. But I also knew I wanted to further my education,
and the SU extension program was perfect for me:'
Donofrio's hesitation was quickly erased once he
began working with SU professors who he felt were
" incredible, very competent, warm, and friendly:' He
believes the off-campus centers were effective because
they offered coursework that w as on the leading edge of
technology, and the subject matter w as relevant to the students' daily work. Donofrio was a circuit designer at the
infancy of monolithic circuitry, and worked with professors who specialized in the field he was helping to create.
Although he had only been to SU's Main Campus
twice before receiving his degree in 1971 , Donofrio now
has strong feelings for SU and has ventured to campus
to talk with students, staff, and faculty. "I have nothing
but good feelings about SU and the education I received
at the extension center;' Donofrio says. "It was a big help
in shaping my career:'
-Jonathan Hay
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The col lege's four Meredith Professors,
left to right: Sam Clemence, Barry
Davidson, Shobha Bhatia, and
Shiu-Kai Chin.

college in 1990-91. "Our situation
was enormously accentuated
because of the number of faculty members working in the offcampus centers," he says. "Our
faculty was about twice the size
it would have been, especially in
electrical engineering, where we
had about 40 professors and
needed only 20. Fortunately,
there were a lot of us for whom
the timing of the cuts matched
the age we planned to retire. I
was the first to sign up for what
was called the 'supportive resignation' program, which probably reduced the faculty faster than the academic program needed. Many
of us really enjoyed teaching still, and we stayed on
as adjunct professors."
Catherine Ferrie, who earned a bachelor's degree
in aerospace engineering in 1993, was a student during the downsizing, but she remembers her time at
SU only in positive terms. Ferrie, a researcher at
Bell Helicopter, worked with
Meredith Professor Barry
Davidson on undergraduate
research u sing composite
materials. "The faculty was
absolutely wonderful, not
only as researchers but also in
the classroom," Ferrie says.
"Professor [John] LaGraff
[chair of the Department of
Mechanical, Aerospace, and
Manufacturing Engineering]
gave me the chance to tutor
freshmen and sophomores, Professor Joh n LaGraff

Science. The connection between first-year
students in both disciplines was strengthened in 1993, when a
unified curriculum was
established. In 1996,
the Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science (EECS}
was created.

looking forward
With the inflation of the 1980s, industry cut back on
many benefits it had made available to employees
in better economic times. By the end of the decade,
IBM had closed its SU-affiliated off-campus education centers. At the same time, SU experienced a
decline in its student population. Cuts in faculty and
programs were necessary, and the task of overseeing the reduction fell to Strait, who was dean of the
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Artist Paul Williams's rendering of ECS's new environmental systems laboratory complex in Link Hall.

which was a great experience. I got to know the faculty that way. Professor Davidson started me in composite materials, and he was so excited about the
topic that he got all his students fired up about it.
He's so bright and loves research, but he's also a great
teacher- and his excitement is contagious."
Davidson is one of four Laura J. and L. Douglas
Meredith Professorship of Teaching Excellence award
recipients now on the college's faculty, along with
Shobha Bhatia; Sam Clemence, professor of civil and
environmental engineering; and Shiu-Kai Chin '75,
G'78, G'86, professor of electrical engineering and
computer science. The Meredith Professorship is one
of the highest honors that SU faculty members can
achieve, and only 13 individuals from throughout the
University have won the award.
Bogucz believes ECS has fully recovered from the
cuts of the early 'gos. A $4.5 million renovation of
Link Hall's fourth floor was recently finished, creating a major new suite of laboratories to support
teaching and research in environmental systems
engineering. The college has also hired 12 new faculty members in the past five years.
Five years ago, ECS developed a strategic plan to
enhance partnerships and identify opportunities for
future collaborations. The plan focuses on partnerships in such selective areas as communications and
information systems, environmental systems, biomedical systems, and infrastructure systems. "Over
the last five years we have significantly strengthened
our relationships with firms regionally and nationally," Bogucz says. "We are especially looking to our sister institutions, including the SUNY College of
Environmental Science and Forestry and SUNY
Upstate Medical University."
Bogucz cites an emerging partnership among severallocal institutions as the kind of collaboration in
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which he expects
ECS to be involved.
The initiative focuses on developing
the next generation
of integrated environmental systems,
which combine advances in multiple
fields to improve
human health and
performance, and
energy efficiency.
"This is a classic
example of what
we can do," Bogucz
says. "The project
will touch the entire campus, and Professor Barry Davidson conducts an experiment
with students.
Central New York
has many companies that specialize in the area, like
Carrier and McQuay International. This initiative
involves the full breadth of academic resources in the
community along with industry partners."
Bogucz believes the quality of SU's academic programs is on par with or better than that of other institutions that are primarily engineering schools.
He feels ECS offers students a learning experience
beyond a pure academic grounding, with a wealth of
opportunities to pursue interdisciplinary studies in
conjunction with SU's other schools and colleges, and
to interact with practitioners in local industry. "We
offer a distinctly fertile environment for learning
engineering and computer science," Bogucz says."We
have a rich history of preparing leaders for society,
and we look forward to continuing this effort for centuries to come."
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